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South Vietnam's
senate requests
new leadership
SAIGON. South Vietnam (APi - The
South Vietnamese Senate yesterday
assailed President Nguyen Van Thieu's
regime and called unanimously for a
new leadership to end the war
The declaration came with threequarters of the country swept up by the
Communist-led offensive and orphaned
babies being airlifted from possible
turmoil in Saigon

Work out

Bill E. Galvin, junior (Ed.), rifts dumbells in a weight
training clan in tho men's gym basement Allen F.

Pease instructs tho Pf 100 and 200 clone*
photo by Dan Foicht)

IN WASHINGTON. Vice President
Nelson A Rockefeller said he thinks
"it's really too late" to do anything to
stem the North Vietnamese and Viet
t'ong advance
Asked about the hordes of refugees.
he said. "They're trapped
They
couldn't get out
1 guess a lot of them
are going to die
For us, we go on
living "

Newt-

Mayor 'unconcerned' about Heinz closing
By Ciady Smercina
Sufi Reporter
Mayor
Charles
K
Barlleli
is
apparently unconcerned about the
elfect the closing ol the II J Heinz
plant will have on Bowling (ireen's 1 5
per rent city income tax
"As lar as 1975. we see it as representing
no
problem.
he
said
vesterday
As lor 1976 it's Ux> early
to tell It depends on other tactors "
As a result of the income tax the citv

receives 1 5 per cent ol the wages of
every person who works within the city
limns The income tax has been in
effect since 1957. when it was one hall
ol one per cent The current rate took
effect in 1972
H J Heinz employs 1411 lull lime
workers and up to 901) persons in the
peak tomato season The plant is
scheduled to close Nov 1
Bartlett said the city does not .is ■
matter of policy" release the specific
amount of income ux revenue the city

receive! from the employes of one
t inn
The long term effects of the Heinz
closing cannot be predicted, according
to Bartlett because too many other
variables aflect the city income tax
He said an upswing in the economy.
or the rehiring of lot) laid-off workers
.il the American Lincoln plant. 1100
llaskins Hd . would compensate for the
Hem/ loss
Bartlett said he knew ol no new
businesses or industries planning on

moving lo Bowling Green But he said
it was "encouraging'
that both
LaSalle s and the K W Woolworth Co
renewed the leases on their present
buildings in January
Woolworth's was scheduled lo close
Jan 4. but successfully renegotiated a
lease
Despite
the mayors
earlier
predictions that this year's income lax
revenue only would equal that of 1974.
figures for the lirst three months ol
1975 indicate a 13 87 per cent increase

ACCUSING THIEU of an abuse ol
power,
corruption and social
injustice." the previously pro-government Senate said Thieu was counting
exclusively on a military solution . in
solving a war with many political characteristics "
The Senate which has no real power
also charged the United States with
failing to respect its commitments to
South Vietnam
Saigon's ambassador in Washington
leveled a similar charge in a television
interview, saying the world probably
would conclude it was safer to be an
ally of the Communists than the
Americans
SOUTH VIETNAMESE Premier
Tran Thien Khiem pledged in a radio
address to hold onto the provinces still
in government hands and "from there
to work toward retaking control of the
entire country "
He acknowledged that lack of calm
and discipline" have been a factor in
the government's heavy losses
The
nation's
top
military
commander. Gen CM Van Vien. urged
in another radio broadcasl that
government soldiers fight for survival
and stand at any cost

US. Embassy to quit

a Cambodian location

Three run

PHNOM PENH (API-The U.S.
Embassy will begin evacuating 15 per
cent of its 200 American staffers to
Bangkok. Thailand, today following the
bloody fall of Neak Luong. the govern
ment's last stronghold on the Mekong
River
The withdrawal was announced as
the Nationalist Chinese Embassy
evacuated its staff Fierce fighting
raged 10 miles south ol the capital and
five miles to the northeast and as the
U.S. airlift continued despite shelling
that damaged one plane and wounded
one American civilian piloi.

for mayor
in November
The mayor s race in Bowling Green
is now a three-man contest Mayor
t'harles F. Bartlett. Alvin I. Perkins,
first-ward councilman, and Robert M
Dickinson, sophomore (Ed I, will run
for the post in November's election

Battambang. the country's second
largest city. 180 miles northwest of
Phnom Penh, was also under rebel
pressure, with the insurgents reported
tightening their stranglehold around
the city.

Bartlett filed as a Republican.
Perkins is running on the Democratic
ticket and Dickinson is an independent
A primary election would have been
held in June had more than one
candidate filed under a ticket Now.
the candidates just advance to the
November election

FIVE MORE enclaves in the central
part of the country fell without a light
yesterday, including Tuy Hoa, Phan
Rang. Phan Thiet. Dalai and Cam
Ranh. the big $250 million II S -built
base
Anarchy and panic gripped the cities,
and relief sources said the appearance
of North Vietnamese forces at the
fallen coastal city of Nha Trang halted
the I' S sealift of 60.000 refugees
there
The fall of Dalat and Tuy Hoa gave
the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
control of two more provinces Phu
Yen and Tuven Due

About half of South Vietnam's 20
million population now are in 17 of the
country's 44 provinces conceded to the
Communists or in areas contested by
both Saigon and the Communist
command

North VietnomoM soldiers cross the Trang Tien

Cwnmuniil-M siege against South Vietnam. (AP

Bridge into the city of Hue. The provincial capital
was one ef many large cities captured in the

Wirepheto)

The deadline for filing nominating
petitions was March 20

THE "TEMPORARY" withdrawal
of 25 lo 30
ncmessenli.il
official
Americans plus a yet-to-be-determined
number of voluntary agency workers,
contract employes and diplomats of

other countries is to take about three
days, according to Deputy Chief of
Mission Robert F. Keeley
Keeley hinted that the evacuees
might return when and if the U.S.
Congress
votes
supplementary
appropriations to keep the I' S civilian
food, fuel and ammunition airlift
going
The departure of the Taiwanese,
leaving only the Americans. South
Vietnamese and South Koreans with
ambassadorial missions in Cambodia,
was unannounced
A witness at the airport said the
Taiwan delegalion
boarded
a
Nationalist
Chinese
plane,
and
diplomatic sources later confirmed the
departure
The loss of Neak I.uong virtually
rules out any chance for
the
government to reopen the Mekong for
supply barges when the summer rainy
season comes, meaning Phnom Penh
would continue to be dependent on
airlifts for as long as the Americans
provide them

Ringer suggests more employe benefits

Ferrari soys fee ceiling could be lifted
By Rose Hume
Staff Reporter
The ceiling on instructional and
general fees charged by state schools
could be lifted. Dr Michael R Ferrari,
vice president of resource planning and
chairman of the Advisory Committee
on the University Educational Budget
told the committee yesterday
House Bill 555. the budget packet
proposed by Gov James A Rhodes and
pending in the legislature reads that
fees shall be set by the boards of
trustees of individual universities to
supplement
income
from
state
subsidies
It
also
limits
the
instructional charge to students taking
less than IS credit hours Those
students may be assessed a 15th of the
instructional fee per credit hour
Dr. Ferrari said the University
charges 121-10 per cent of the
instructional fee-per credit hour The

new bill would reduce the charge to
$14
Figures
presented
to the
committee
indicated
that
the
University could have lost at least
$158,000 each quarter this vear had the
new bill been in effect
SINCE AN INCREASE in room and
board rates has been approved for next
year.
Dr
Ferrari cautioned the
committee
against
a
substantial
increase in the instructional fee He
added that the general fee will
probably be raised $6 a quarter next
year
The committee concluded its series
of presentations with requests from
the office of resource planning and the
coordinator of space planning
Dr. Elton Ringer, associate vice
president of resource planning, said
the office of resource planning would
not need a budget increase. He made
several suggestions about increasing

salaries and fringe benefits for both
classified and non-classified employes
For every percentage point that
faculty salaries are increased Dr
Ringer said about $20,000 must be
added to pension funds. He added that
about $6,600 must be added for every
percentage
point
that
classilied
salaries are increased.
THE COMMITTEE was reminded
that the University provides hospital
coverage only for the person employed
at the University, but not for other
members of the family
Dr Ringer also said the Universitycould pay life insurance out of the
general budget instead of dsaartiag ti
from an employe's salary. Ha addaaf
that life insurance provided for
classified employes at the University
is lower than at other state schools.
Since life insurance
when an employe retires. Dr

suggested that a fund be set aside for
continuing
life insurance benefits
beyond retirement He said employes
facing retirement could convert their
insurance to an outside company but
because of their age. conversion is
often expensive
Dr. Ringer also said the University
may increase its rent rates for
Williams and Shatzel Halls and the
Home Management House Williams
and Shatzel Halls, constructed as
dormitories, are rented from the
housing office for office space Rent
should be increased about $1 per
square foot
While the University could save
aaaaey by discontinuing the office
rental. Dr. Ferrari, pointed out that
construction of another building would
be necessary.
m

DR. RINGER also said the Um'ity will have to pay an additional

$160,000 to the Medical College of Ohio
at Toledo iMCOTi next year for
instructing nursing students About
half the credit hours generated by
nursing students who are at least
sophomores are produced at MCOT
The advisory committee also was
presented a breakdown in requests for
small renovations and alterations in
existing facilities Robert J McGeein.
coordinator of space planning, cited an
emergency need for an outside storage
area for $2,000 gallons of highly
volatile chemicals now located in the
basement of Overman Hall.
McGeein requested $250,000 for the
storage area. Dr Ferrari said requests
over $25,000 usually are considered
capital improvements and are directed
to the state. But the need for the
storage area arose after the deadline
for capital improvement requests had
passed
His request included 28 other

improvements ranging from replacing
a wood floor with tile to providing a
new heating system for the Art Annex
on Poe Road
The advisory committee will meet at
8 a.m. Monday in the Chart Room.
Administration Bldg

Weather
Snow flurriei likely today with
temperatures reaching the mid
M'l. Clearing and colder tonight
with lows la the upper teeas.
Probability of precipitation It per
ceat today and decreasing to M
per ceat toaighi

Trackmen wallop Northern Illinois
By Jerry Muck
Atiliuai Sparli Editor
Bowling Green's track team didn't trick head coach Mel
Brodt. but it did give him a pleasant surprise yesterday in
an April Fool's Day season opener at Whittakrr Track.
Competing with only two days oi practice after a three
week layoff, the thinclads trounced the Northern Illinois
Huskies. 111-47. BG garnered IS first places in the 19-event
meet, including sweeps in the three-mile run, 880. 440

intermediate hurdles, and 220 yard dash
"The whole team surprised me." Brodt said. "Some
runners hadn't competed or practiced for two or three
weeks, so I didn't know what to expect. We practiced
Sunday and Monday night, but we didn't kill ourselves."
Nil' GAINED most of their points in the field events, as
they swept the shot put. and won the hammer, long jump
and javelin BG won all tne running events plus the pole
vault, triple jump, discus and high jump.

Although the Falcons won the opener rather easily, future
competition will be much tougher BG hosts the powerful
Eastern Michigan Hurons Saturday in their sliffest test of
the young season EMU edged out BG by three points to win
last year's Mid-American Conference l MAC I meet
championship
Three Falcons turned in personal bests yesterday
Sophomore Brian Storm won the 100 yard dash in 9 6. a
clocking he could not achieve until the final meet last
season. Saturday. Storm will be pitted against Hasley
Crawford, a 9 2 speedster
Ron McGruder's personal best jump of 6'6" took the high
jump Sophomore Gary Desjardins also turned in a personal
best, lowering his mile time to 4 10 8 to win that event
SENIOR BRUCE Vermilyea. the defending MAC 880

The BG New

champion, led a BG sweep of that race as he hit the tape at
1:56.4.
Other BG victories were by freshman Chuck Holmes in
the steeplechase (9: J3.4). Jeff Opelt in the pole vault (14-01.
Reg Warren in the 120 high hurdles 114 8i and Tim LoDico in
the 440 (49.5). Lew Maclin won the triple jump (46-71. Dave
Godfray took the 440 intermediate hurdles (59.01. Ron
Taylor grabbed the 220 (21.61. Wayne Mannclin won the
discus 1142-7) and Tim Zumbaugh captured the three-mile
run in 14 34 7
BG's relay teams in the mile and 440 also posted
triumphs
In one of the most exciting races of the day, LoDico. a
sophomore anchoring the mile relay quartet, overcame a IS
yard NIL' lead on the last lap to win the event by one-tenth of
a second in 3 25 7 LoDico also ran a leg of the 440 relay
team that won in 42 5

SPORTS
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Falcons win six games
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor

Leap

Faken high jumper Ion McGrudar dears the bar at 6'6" yesterday to win that
• vent in BG's season opener. The Falcons swept past Northern Illinois, 111-47,
gaining 15 of 19 first places. McGruder's effort was his personal best. The
Falcons host defending league champion Eastern Michigan Saturday.
(Newtphoto by Michael Pattarello.)

Led by some explosive
batting performances, the
Falcon baseball team ran up
a 6-4 record during spring
break
Although the big bats were
important during
the
western trip, pitching was
the big factor when BG
opened its season against
Northern Colorado in

ix swimmers named ail-Americans
By I.auri Leach
Staff Writer
Due to the unseasonably
cold weather in Tempe.
Arizona, the Bowling Green
women swimmers did not
swim as well as expected in
national competition, but
still managed to place in the
top 30 out of 134 teams,
according to coach Jean

Campbell
Named ail-Americans
after the national meet were
Falcons Barb McKee. Betsy
Fisher. Becky Siesky. Gail
Sailer, co-captain Valerie
Newell, and Sharon Ackron
'I think It was unfortunate
that the meet was held
outside." Campbell said
"Tempe had two inches of

rain while we were there,
and it was only 40 degrees,
so the girls experienced a lot
of muscle cramping."
SOPHOMORE
standout
McKee took
Individual
honors by placing 14th out of
more than 100 swimmers in
the 100-yard backstroke
Becky Siesky was given
honorable mention for

Stickers lose opener
By Pete Eiglebart
Suit Writer
The Falcon lacrosse
season started In disappointing fashion during
spring vacation as the
stickers dropped their
opening season contest to
Washington 4. Lee University. 16-3
Although BG also dropped
two exhibition scrimmages
to Towson iMd < State and
the
University
of
Massachusetts, the W&L
setback was particularly
frustrating as it put an
abrupt halt to the Falcons'
15-game regular
season
winning streak The mark
was the second longest
string in the nation and
Ironically enough, it was
coach Jack Emmer's
Generals that owned the top
streak prior to the 1975
season
The 16-3 defeat was the
third time in 10 seasons of
BG lacrosse that the
Falcons have opened with a
loss. It also marks the
second largest deficit that
has victimized the Hi.
stickers The last time the
Falcons lost by a 13-point
margin was to an Emmercoached Cortland IN. Y.I
State squad in 1972

UNSEEN IN the past
records is the post-season
significance of the setback
Although the stickers were
the nation's only undefeated
team last season, they were
overlooked by the NCAA for
a post-season tournament
berth last season
With the BG starting unit
returning virtually intact
from last year's 12-0 season,
the W&L contest was an
opportunity lor the Falcons
to prove the validity of their
perfect mark
However, the Generals,
the number th'ee team in
the country a year ago. were
not to be denied before 3.400
fans at Wilson Field in
Lexington. Va
W&L took an early 4 n lead
before Falcon attackman
Rick Knowles gave Hi;
some hope midway through
the initial period when he
tallied from the crease
But when it seemed that
Knowles' shot had broken
the scoring drought, the
Falcons' comeback was
stalled as two BG pointblank shots ricocheted off
the pipes of the goal
THE GENERALS took
advantage of the BG near-

misses as all-American Don
Carroll and Rob Morgan
paced a fast-break attack
and posted an 8-1 half time
lead
W&L's dominance of the
game was reflected in the
statistics as BG was
outshot. 48-21 The Falcons'
offense was hampered by 16
unsuccessful clears as
compared to only eight
failures for the Generals
In assessing his annual
eastern swing, head Falcon
coach Mickey Cochrane
pointed out the effect last
year's undefeated season
had on his squad's mental
attitude.
"Right now. we're down
because we're living on last
year's accomplishments."
Cochrane said "We have to
realize this is a new season
and start from there ''
Cochrane explained that
resting on past laurels was
also responsible for the 11-5
loss to Towson and 6-4
setback to Massachusetts.
In attempting to reverse
the slump. Cochrane
emphasized the importance
of team play
"We're in this thing
together, and the only way
this learn is going to do
anything is to do it
together." he said

placing 17th out of 12S
swimmers in the 100
freestyle
Three relays also took all
American honors The 200
freestyle team of Siesky.
Newell. Fisher and Sailer
placed 13th
the 400
freestyle, consisting . of
Newell. McKee. Fisher and
Siesky placed 15th. and the
200 medley relay finished in
16th place with McKee
swimming
backstroke.
Ackron swimming breast-

Scoop

stroke. Fisher swimming
butterfly and Siesky
swimming freestyle
"The teams that work
outside all the time took the
top eight places, and none of
the Midwest teams did
anything." Campbell noted
"There was a lot of good
swimming Most of those
girls were on scholarships
and training for the
Olympics They also work
out from three to six hours a
day

Last year's Falcon tennis
team was equipped with
young.
inexperienced
Betters, but the BG netmen
pulled down a second-place
finish in the Mid-American
Conference championships
Then transfers, drop-outs
and academic difficulties
plagued coach Bob GUI's
squad, and forced him into a
"re-recruiting" situation
"We've lost Rich Herbst
l first-singles transfer to
Pepperdine).
Casey
Daganhardt quit school and
Mike Jackson is academically ineligible for us this

spring." Gill said
NEVERTHELESS, sophomore Glenn Johnson, who
underwent eye surgery last
season and missed the entire
1974 campaign, will be
returning this year to hold
down the first-singles spot
Captain Doug Dennis, who
played in the number four
and six singles positions the
last two years, has moved
up to the third spot in Gill's
effort to find the right
playing combinations
Sophomore Rob Dowling
moved up to the number two
singles slot and senior Tim
Howell will take the sixthsingles position
Junior
Dave
Trimble
and

newcomer Sid Couling will
hold the fifth singles and a
second doubles spots
respectively
Over the spring break
vacation, the BG netters
traveled to Cincinnati for a
dual match and competed in
the Galveston, (Texas)
tennis tournament. The
Falcons lost the Cincy
match. 5-4. and finished last
in the Texas tourney.
However. Gill was satisfied
with his team's performance
"Six of our nine matches
against Notre Dame (in
Texas) went three sets, and
we won only one," Gill said.
"And against Indiana Stale,

we won only one of live of
those three-set matches "
OFFICIALLY.
the
Falcons lost all three
matches in Galveston But
the individual dual meet
records were not tabulated.
Instead, the tourney was set
up on a first, second, third
and fourth-place finish
basis-and the BG netters
grabbed last-place honors.
Gill said it the team would
have done better in the
three-set matches. BG
would have grabbed first
place after the second day of
the tourney In spite of the
disappointment. Gill said be

YOUNG picked up his 16th
career win-a new Falcon
record The junior notched a
record 10 season wins last
year
That same day, the
Falcons
faced Grand
Canyon College and came
out on the losing end of an
11-4 decision BG made five
errors in the contest and
Falcon designated hitler
Jerry Shupe was the one
bright spot in the game
belting a solo homer in the
second inning
Mike Hale lost the game
on the mound for BG.
Grand Canyon completed
a sweep the next day by
defeating the diamondmen.
5-2 Doug Johnson pitched a
masterful game for the
Grand Canyon crew striking
out II Falcons Dan Hebel
took the loss for BG

Sophomore Pete Spears (left) scoops up the ball in
an attempt to escape an approaching Notre Dome
player during last year's home lacrosse action
against the Irish. BG will attempt to rebound

Netters face trying season
ByDaaGartletd
Assistant Sports Kdllor

Phoenix. Ariz on March 20
Falcon hurler Kip Young
picked up where he left off
last year and held the
Colorado team to just five
hits while striking out six
BG won. 2-1

believes that every team has
gained more respect for the
Falcons
"We earned a little
respect-especially
from
Notre Dame." Gill said
"They beat us 9-0 last year
and took us quite lightly
down there 1 don't think
they'll take us lightly next
time."
Gill added that the season
will be a trying one. and be
is not expecting BG to blow
everyone off the courts
He added, laughing. I'll
be happy with any dual win
this year."

THE FALCON bats
started to take command on
March 22 as BG downed
Northern Arizona. 7-4
Catcher Larry Owen had
three nits in five trips to the
plate to lead the batting blitz
and broke the game open in
the sixth inning by singling
home two runs
Gary Kite relieved Romie
Schwieterman and picked up
the win on the mound
The following day. the BG
batsmen again
pasted
Northern Arizona This time
the tally was 14-6 Mike Hale
picked up the win as Youngthis time in a slugging rolehad four runs h.ilti'il in
Shifting into high gear on
March 24. BG clobbered
Western Colorado.
29-2
Young picked up his second
win of the year on the mound
while third baseman Joe
Meyer belted two homersone a grand slam shot-and
batted in seven runs for the
day
In the second half of the
doubleheader. the Falcons
lost to a tough Brigham
Young team. 11-4 Hebel

again absorbed the loss and
Owen led the BG attack with
a three-run triple
The diamondmen easily
handled Western Colorado
the following afternoon as
Kite notched his second win.
Outfielder Mike Wood had
four hits including a two-run
homer in the 15-3 win
HEBEL came out on lb*
losing end of a 19-15 slugfetl
as Northern Arizona's hot
bats pounded BG pitching on
March 26
Young got
revenge for the Falcons on
March 27 as he collected hi*
third win in a 7-1 BG
drubbing of Northern
Arizona
On March 29. an "A-AA"
farm club of professional
baseball's San Francisco
Giants defeated the Falcons
in an exhibition match. 14-0.
First baseman Dale Swiger
had three hits, including two
doubles, in the game
The diamondmen will
open their home campaign
at 1 p.m. Friday at Warren
E Steller Field with a
doubleheader against Cincinnati

against the Irish this weekend after a 16-3 less to
Washington 4
L«« in its initial contest.
(Newsphoto by Joe Glick)

1975-76 VARSITY
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
Tuesday, April 8
Wednesday, April 9
Tuesday, April 15
Wednesday, April 16
Thursday, April 17

Registration & Clinic
Instructional Clinic
Semi-Fmal Judging
Instructional Clinic
Final Judging

ALL SESSIONS 8-10 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA

- Men and Women Welcome -
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South Vietnam's
senate requests
new leadership
SAIGON. South Vietnam (API - The
South Vietnamese Senate yesterdayassailed President Nguyen Van Thieu's
regime and called unanimously for a
new leadership to end the war
The declaration came with threequarters of the country swept up by the
Communist-led offensive and orphaned
babies being airlifted from possible
turmoil in Saigon

Work out

Bill E. Galvin, junior (Id.), lifts dumbollt in a weight
training clou in tho mon't gym basement. Allan F.

IN WASHINGTON. Vice l>residenl
Nelson A Rockefeller said he thinks
"it's really too late" to do anything to
stem the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong advance
Asked about the hordes of refugees
he said. "They're trapped
They
couldn't get out
I guess a lot of them
are going to die
I'm us. we go on
living "

Pease instruct* tho Pt 100 and 200 classes. (Newtphoto by Dan Foicht)

Mayor 'unconcerned' about Heinz closing
By Cindy Smercina
Mitt Reporter
Mayor Charles
E
Bartlett
is
apparently unconcerned about the
effect the closing ot the H J Heinz
plant will have on Rowling lireen's 1 5
per cent city income tax
"As far as 1975. we see it as representing
no problem.
he
said
vesterday
As for 1976. it s too early
to tell It depends on other factors "
As a result of the income tax. thecltv

receives I 5 per cent nl I he wage! ol
every person who works within the city
limit- The income tax has been in
effect since 1957. when it was one hall
ol one per cent The current rate linik
effect in 1972
H .1 Heinz employs 141) lull lime
workers, and up to 900 persons in the
peak tomato season The planl is
scheduled to close Nov 1
Harden said the city does not as a
matter of policy" release the speciluamount of Income tax revenue Ihe city

receives drom the employes of one
hnii
The long-term effects of Ihe Heinz
closing cannot be predicted, according
to Bartlett. because loo many other
variables affect the city income tax
IK Hid .m upswing in Ihe economy
or the rehiring of 100 laid-off workers
at the American Lincoln plant. 1100
Raskins Rd . would compensate lor the
Heinz loss
Itartlelt said he knew of no new
businesses or industries planning on

moving to Howling Green Hul he said
il was
'encouraging'' that both
1-aSalle's and ihe K V- Woolworth Co
renewed Ihe leases on their presenl
buildings in January
Woolworth s was scheduled to close
Jan 4. but successfully renegotiated a
lease
Despite
the
mayor's earlier
predictions lhal this year's income lax
revenue only would equal lhal ol 1974.
figures lor the lirst three months ol
1975 indicate a 1.1 87 per cenl increase

ACCUSING THIEl ol an abuse of
power,
corruption
and
social
injustice." the previously pro-governmenl Senate said Thicu was "counting
exclusively on a military solution. . In
solving a war with many political characteristics "
The Senate, which has no real power,
also charged the United States with
failing to respect its commitments to
South Vietnam
Saigon's ambassador in Washington
leveled a similar charge in a television
interview, saying the world probably
would conclude it was safer to be an
ally of the Communists than the
Americans
SOITH VIETNAMESE
Premier
Tran Thicn Khiem pledged in a radio
address to hold onto the provinces still
in government hands and "from there
to work toward retaking control of the
entire country "
He acknowledged thai lack ol calm
and discipline" have been a factor in
the government's heavy losses
The
nation's
top
military
commander (ien Cao Van Vien. urged
in another radio broadcasl lhal
government soldiers light lor survival
and stand al anv cost

U.S. Embassy to quit

a Cambodian location

Three run

PHNOM PENH I API-The ll.S
Embassy will begin evacuating 15 per
cenl of its 200 American staffers to
Bangkok. Thailand, today following Ihe
bloody fall of Neak Lining the government's las! stronghold on the Mekong
River
The withdrawal was announced as
the Nationalist Chinese Embassy
evacuated its staff Fierce fighting
raged 10 miles south of (he capital and
five miles to the northeast and as the
II.S airlift continued despite shelling
that damaged one plane and wounded
one American civilian piloi

for mayor
in November
The mayors race in Bowling Green
is now a three-man contest Mayor
Charles F. Bartlett Alvin L Perkins,
first-ward councilman, and Robert M
Dickinson, sophomore I Ed. I. will run
lor the post in November's election.

Batlambang. the country's second
largest city. 180 miles northwest of
Phnom Penh, was also under rebel
pressure, with the Insurgents reported
tightening their stranglehold around
the city.

Bartlelt (lied as a Republican.
Perkins is running on the Democratic
ticket and Dickinson is an independent
A primary election would have been
held in June had more than one
candidate filed under a ticket Now.
the candidates just advance to the
November election

FIVE MORE enclaves in the central
part of the country fell without a fighl
yesterday, including Tuy Hoa, Phan
Rang. Phan Thiet. Dalat and Cam
Ranh. the big $250 million US built
base
Anarchy and panic gripped the cities,
and relief sources said the appearance
of North Vietnamese forces at Ihe
fallen coastal city of Nha Trang halted
Ihe IS SIMini of 60.000 relugees
there
The fall of Dalat and Tuy Hoa gave
Ihe North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
control ol two more provinces. Phu
Yen and Tuyen Due

About half of South Vietnam's 20
million population now are in 17 of the
country's 44 provinces conceded to the
Communists or in areas contested by
both Saigon and the Communist
command

North Vietnamese soldiers cross tho Trang Tion
Bridge into tho city of Hue. The provincial capital

Communitl-lod siogo against South Vietnam. (AP
Wirophoto)

was one of many large cities captured in tho
The deadline for filing nominating
petitions was March 20

THE "TEMPORARY" withdrawal
of 25 to 30 "nonessential" official
Americans plus a yet-to-be-determined
number of voluntary agency workers,
contract employes and diplomats of

other countries is to take about three
days, according to Deputy Chief of
Mission Robert F Keeley
Keeley hinted lhal the evacuees
might return when and if the U.S.
Congress
votes
supplemenlary
appropriations to keep the I S civilian
food, fuel and ammunition airlift
going
The departure of the Taiwanese,
leaving only the Americans. South
Vietnamese and South Koreans with
ambassadorial missions in Cambodia,
was unannounced
A wilness at the airport said Ihe
Taiwan
delegation
boarded a
Nationalist
Chinese
plane,
and
diplomatic sources later confirmed the
departure
The loss of Neak l.uong virtually
rules out any chance for the
government lo reopen Ihe Mekong lor
supply barges when the summer rainyseason comes, meaning Phnom Penh
would continue to be dependent on
airlifts for as long as Ihe Americans
provide them

Ringer suggests more employe benefits

Ferrari says fee ceiling could be lifted
By Rose Hume
Suff Reporter
The ceiling on instructional and
general fees charged by slate schools
could be lifted. Dr Michael R Ferrari
vice president of resource planning and
chairman of the Advisory Committee
on the University Educational Budget
told the committee yesterday
House Bill 555. the budget packet
proposed by Gov James A Rhodes and
pending in the legislature reads that
fees shall be set by the boards of
trustees of individual universities to
supplement
income
from
state
subsidies.
It
also
limits
the
instructional charge to students taking
less than 15 credit hours Those
students may be assessed a 15lh of the
instructional fee per credit hour

Dr. Ferrari said the Universitycharges $21-10 per cent of the
instructional fee--per credit hour The

new bill would reduce the charge to
114
Figures
presented
to
the
committee
indicated
that
the
University could have lost al leas!
S158.000 each quarter this vear had the
new bill been in effect.
SINCE AN INCREASE in room and
board rates has been approved for next
vear.
Dr.
Ferrari cautioned the
committee
against
a
substantial
increase in the instructional lee He
added that the general fee will
probably be raised S6 a quarter next
year
Ihe committee concluded its series
of presentations with requests from
the office of resource planning and the
coordinator of space planning
Dr Elton Ringer, associate vice
president of resource planning, said
the office of resource planning would
not need a budget increase. He made
several suggestions about increasing

salaries and Iringe benefits for both
classified and non-classified employes
For every percentage point thai
faculty salaries are increased Dr
Ringer said about 120 000 must be
added to pension funds He added that
about $6,600 must be added for every
percentage
point
that
classified
salaries are increased
THE COMMITTEE was reminded
that the University provides hospital
coverage only for the person employed
at the University, but not for other
members of the family

suggested that a lund be sel aside for
continuing life insurance benefits
beyond retirement He said employes
facing retirement could convert their
insurance to an outside company but
because of their age. conversion is
often expensive
Dr Ringer also said the University
may increase its renl rates for
Williams and sii.ii/cl Halls and the
Home Management House Williams
and Shatzel Halls, constructed as
dormitories, are rented from the
housing office for office space Rent
should be increased about $1 per
square foot.

Dr Ringer also said the Universitycould pay life insurance oat of the
general budget instead of dedacteaj it
from an employe's salary. He added
that
life insurance provided! for
classified employes at the University
is lower than at other state schools.

While the University could save
nwmey by discontinuing the office
rental. Dr Ferrari, pointed out that
construction of another building would
be necessary

Since life insurance teaetatt^aaM.
when an employe retires. Dr Hfcajfer

... DR. RINGER also said the University will have to pay an additional

$160,000 lo the Medical College of Ohio
al Toledo 1MCOT1 next year for
instructing nursing students About
half Ihe credit hours generated by.
nursing students who are at leasl
sophomores are produced at MCOT
The advisory committee also was
presented a breakdown in requests for
small renovations and alterations in
existing facilities Robert J McGeein.
coordinator of space planning, cited an
emergency need for an outside storage
area for $2,000 gallons of highlyvolatile chemicals now located in the
basement of Overman Hall.
McGeein requested $250,000 for the
storage area. Dr Ferrari said requests
over $25,000 usually are considered
capital improvements and are directed
to the state But the need for the
storage area arose after the deadline
for capital improvement requests had
passed
His request included 28 other

improvements ranging Irom replacing
a wood floor with tile lo providing a
new healing system for the Art Annex
on Poe Road
The advisory committee will meet at
8 am Monday in the Chart Room.
Administration Bldg

Weather
Snow Harries likely today with
temperatures reaching the mid
Jt's. Clearing sad colder tonight
with lows in the upper teens.
Probability of precipitation M per
cenl today and decreasing to 3»
per cent tonight.

»
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eDITGRiaLS
sga inoperative;
awaiting decision
The new Student Government Association (SGA) officers have
assumed command of an organization which is in a state of limbo.
The recent referendum showed that the small number of students who
did bother to vote were in favor of abolishing SGA by almost three to one.
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. may not be willing to validate
the results of the election
Until some kind of a decision is reached. SGA will remain in a state of
confusion A directive from Dr. Moore is imperative at this time to
insure that one type of student government is assured for students.
A student government is only strong with support and involvement
from many individuals Apathy on campus is already widespread, and
delay in the decision about SGA will only detract from the respectability
of any form of student government.
The future of student government at the University is at stake. The
longer students are forced to wait for a decision regarding the legality of
the referendum, the harder it will be for new student government
officers to coordinate their efforts, gain imput and start to work
effectively
The controversy over student government should be resolved as
quickly and as completely as possible so that student representation at
the University can begin to operate with efficiency.

eckankor moves spirit
By John Koil
Gnest Stadent Colamaiit
What is Eckankar' Eckankar is th*
reality of transcending Uw physical
body and the mind. It ii being a
conscious co-worker with Sugmad. or
God. in harmony with its will. It is
proof of the survival of the individual
beyond the death of the physical body.
Eckankar is so many things to me
that I could give an endless list of
definitions The longer I follow it. the
more difficult it becomes to put It into
words.
In the broadest definition. Eckankar
is the sum total of all wisdom that is
gained through communion with the
Eck. or the Holy Spirit.
This cosmic current called the Eck
can be heard as sound and seen as
light It is referred to in the Bible as
the Word, but this term is
unfortunately all too often abstracted
instead of regarded as a reality which
can be perceived here and now
ACCORDING TO the Eck teaching,
the Eck flows outward from Sugmad.
or God. down through the spiritual and
material worlds, and back again
Through the contemplative exercises

of Eckankar. the individual learns to
hear the Word, or sounds, of this
cosmic current, and to see its light.
He perceives himself as a unit of
awareness, or soul, without body or
mind, and learns to flow back with the
current toward the Godhead
This modus operand) of Eckankar is
called soul travel
In this
contemplative exercise the awareness
is first brought to a focus and then
shifted to a higher plane of
consciousness, such as the astral,
causal, mental or soul planes
These planes are actually different
universes which correspond to the
subjective concepts of emotion,
imagination, memory, thought, the
subconscious and the pure beingness of
the individual as soul
Most people are only vaguely aware
of these aspects of the self, but through
soul travel it is found that they are
actually concrete, objective realities
for the individual who can focus and
control the movement of his awareness
or attention They are the heavens of
religious and mystical writings

ECKANKAR IS NOT a proselytizing
movement because its followers
believe that through the long cycle of
reincarnation, each soul will
eventually come to the realization of
the eternal.
Some may be attracted to the
phenomena of the psychic planes, but
the Eckist relies only on the Eck and
the guidance of the living Eck Master
to lead him into the unchanging and
eternal spiritual planes where he
attains self-realization and begins the
infinite unfoldment into God-realization.
In the process of unfoldment. the
Eckist recognizes many different
manifestations of God. but always
remembers that Sugmad. the Ultimate
Reality, is far beyond the worlds of
duality, in the unmanifested regions
beyond matter energy, space and time
He does not seek union with the Spirit,
but maintains his individuality
throughout eternity to live within the
worlds as a co-worker with God
Despite its "transcendental"
aspects. Eckankar is very much in the

here and now for its followers. The
greater one's awareness of soul and
spirit, the greater one's desire to love
and work in harmony with the spiritual
principles
It is found that one's natural and
latent talents are developed to their
fullest, making life on all planes
rewarding
MUNDANE PROBLEMS are left
behind as soul finds its place and
relationship to the universal laws It
should be noted that the Eckist sees
himself as soul encased by a body, not
as a body which has a soul
In Bowling Green. Eckankar is fairly
new and. before this article, relatively
unknown I first heard of Eckankar
over three years ago while attending a
university in New York.
Since 1 transferred to BGSU last
summer, we have started discussion
class and held a few introductory
lectures.
Our next lecture will be on Monday.
April 7. at 8 p.m. in room 113. Business
Administration, and will be given by a
panel of Eckists from the Toledo area

faith in numbers
WASHINGTON Of all the social
sciences, economics has been regarded
as the single one which is precise, and
therefore scientific
Psychology.
anthropology
and
sociology strike us as mushy and
merely literary They strike many of
their practitioners the same way. and
therefore these social scientists strain
to make their disciplines resemble
economics by translating everything
Ihey do into numbers
Often il is these brainless attempts
at quantification which make gibberish
IHII ut a subject like political science
The efforts go on. nevertheless,
because il is the economists, in their
conical hals and with their scrolls ol
numbers who gel the status and
prestige ol being listened to Actually
economists would be listened to if they
never plotted a curve or seasonally
adjusted growth rale
They are listened to lor the same
reasons that people will go to doctors
who probably kill them The subject is
so important we're impelled to seek
the consultation ol anybody who
appears to have nude a systematic
study of it
THE M MHi-its economist* shng
around simply fortify our faith in their
understanding When one ol them
stands up anil tells us thai he has
constructed in econometric model and
has run it through his computer, it
works on our imaginations in Ihe same
wav that the medical paraphernalia in
the doctor's office does If cybernetic
sophisticates remind themselves thai
with computers il is often a case of
GIGO i garbage in. garbage cxiti. the
rest ol us say gee whiz
Tune was when nobody but
economists and upper-echelon people
in big business paid attention to
economic statistics
Of course, people have always been
concerned about numbers relating
directly to their own aflairs. but such
abstruse entities as the Gross National
Product, the t'onsumer Price Index
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and the prime interest rate were left to
those with appetites for the exotic.
No more The media throws more
and more of those numbers at us. and it
undoubtedly affects our behavior,
though exactly how is beyond our
computational arts
For instance, small savers were
once more concerned about safety than
interest rates They even would put
their money into non-interest paying
Christmas Clubs
Moving money
around to take advantage of the best
rates was a big boy's game
POLLS ARE REGULARLY taken
and the results broadcast of the
public's future buying plans It's hard
to believe that, if would-be customers
hear that only 22 percent of the buying
population intend to purchase a
refrigerator in the next 12 months, it
doesn't affect economic behavior.
Yet. if we're paying more attention
to economists' numbers, we have a
primitive acceptance of what they
might mean.
The only widely questioned numbers
are employment rates, but even there
the general feeling is that the
government
is deliberately
understating them for political
reasons
The difficulties of
constructing an accurate measure of
joblessness are seldom considered.
In the last few years the number
we've become most sensitive to is the
Consumer Price Index. Not only does it
have a major impact on our
conclusions about the state of
economics and the conduct of
government, but it's been estimated
that something like 40 per cent of all
incomes are pegged, directly or
indirectly, to this particular index
i For an excellent and readable
discussion of fashionable numbers in
economics, see Shirley Scheibla's
series in Barrons. Jan 6. 13 and Feb
3.1
But who is the consumer whose
prices are being indexed'' No one As
the people who compile it are at pains
to point out. the prices used are a kind
of potpourri of items for sale which you
may or may not ever buy Thus, the
Consumer Price Index may not be your
consumer price index or even that of
the economy as a whole.
IT PROBABLY isn't When crosschecked against other equally suspect
indexes (like the wholesale one which
relies heavily on list rather than actual
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The BG \ews welcomes all letters lo
the editor and opinion columns Letters
mas comment on an\ other letter,
column in editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 30U
words
typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed
pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor
co The BG News. 106
University I'all

prices), the consumer index turns out
to be more of a concept than a fact.
So it appears that, on such an
important question as inflation, we
really don't know what the rate is. The
methodological and practical problems
are too large.
Economics, then, is as grandly an
inexact science as sociology or
politics We know that about them, so
we don't expect as much from their
practitioners
We don't fling ourselves on political
scientists and say. "Oh, you go solve it
for us.'' We know we must cultivate
our own knowledge and judgment.
When we do the same with economics,
we may not be wealthier, but we'll be
wiser
Capyrlghi 1*75. Tie Washington PostKing Features Syndicate

'Nuturully, if we'd had American uid, we would be much braver than this . .!'

Lerrers
college life
The SGA referendum is merely one
of many incidents which reflect the
ignorance of students at BG. We do not
know how to handle many of the
situations common to college life.
What is needed are several courses
offered which deal in practical
situations The Experimental Studies
division would be the perfect outlet
And the campus has all the talent
necessary to teach and run the courses
For those new to college ways a
course in Sabotage and Espionage
could be offered The instructors would
be experts in this field ie Kim Olson
and Mary Gamellia. the textbooks
"Proper Trajectory Launching of
Ballistic Object!" by Kim Olson.
"Political Ethics" by Dick Tuck with
forward by Richard M Nixon. "Fair
Plav in Government" by Brutus, and
"Subordination
Whv Work When
Some Other Idiot Will" by W Randall
Hathaway. Mr Hathaway s book is
considered the best in its field since
Hitler and his "Mem Kampf."
Admittedly some naive students will
refute the modern methods of
manipulation and try to lead a dull life
FOR THESE people is "Student
Government: A Viable Alternative to
Apathy ". taught by Douglas G Bugie.
Richard Morrow, and Christopher
Mehling The required texts include
"Why Democracy is Feasible" by Karl
Marx, and "Plebeian Control of
Government." by Benito Mussolini
Students are forewarned that the
final exam is a bear, the lone essay
question being What can I do for my
roommate?'
Take notice that Mr. Bugie has the
highest mark ever attained and being
the fine man he is. practices what he
preaches.
For those students interested in
philosophical thought there is Douglas
R. Keith's "Maintaining an Open
Mind".
Textbook!
include
"Communism: Our Only Chance" by
Joseph McCarthy. "Atheism:
A
Commie Plot" by Madeline Murray
O Hare and I Know Everything ". by
D.R Keith
WARNING THOSE of you who are
offended by the truth will have no
trouble whatsoever in this course.
Those who move into the smoothly
flowing environment of college may
find the Utopia too hard to underitand.
To help is "Bureaucracy-Free
Administration" from the old master
himself. Cary Brewer. Mr Brewer has
had so much experience In trouble-free

college registration that he has written
"Cutting Through Red Tape", and
"Getting It Right the First Time" The
only requirement to pass the course
and receive an A is to register for the
course Ha ha. good luck.
Many of my friends have had a
somewhat painful transition moving
from an all-white school to an
integrated environment They and
others would welcome a course in
"Racial Harmony", to teach them
what they already know
The instructors will be Alan DeNiro
and Valecia Proa, the text "Black
Supremacy" by Dr Robert Shockely.
A prerequisite for "Racial
Harmony"
is passing "Student
Relations", taught by Dale Shaffer No
textbooks are needed, but a sawed off
shotgun and a few semi-flatheaded
bullets are recommended
In sequence after "Student
Relations" comes "Modern Health
Diagnosis and Procedure ". taught by
the stall of the Health Center. iThe
University is not responsible tor
injuries incurred in this course. I
The texts are "Universal Surgical
Techniques' by Jack the Ripper, and
"Pointing Out the Obvious ". by the
stall of the Health Center
If you are lucky, you might even
learn something from the doctors, too
Rock E Ross
304 Darrow

allocations
explained
In regard to Tom Trimble's letter
concerning the fee allocation. I have a
few points to make.
First, concerning grants-in-aid. as a
member of ACGFA. 1 voted for the
motion that we strongly recommend to
the president that he attempt lo get the
conference to cut back on the number
of grants-in-aid. This motion was
passed by a unanimous vote
A majority of the committee
disapproved of the pre-game meals and
lodging in the Union before football
games
HOWEVER, we cannot stop Mr
Young from spending the money in the
way he sees fit. If you would have been
at the hearing (open to the public), you
might have been better informed.
If you. along with all the other
students who are complaining about
the allocations, would have come to the
public hearing you could have
questioned the budgets yourselves.
Concerning The BG News-they

requested $103,092
We allocated
$70,000 The paper could have cut back
in circulation or the number of issues
per week, but a loss in advertising
revenue would result It would also
anger those who are already
complaining about not being able to
find a copy of the News If advertising
costs were increased, customers would
go elsewhere
Many are complaining about our
decision I'd like to ask them where
they'd take the money from since it
just isn't there.

Being a curious individual. I
questioned her feelings and read
further only to discover, to my
amazement and disgust, that she had
not even asked the president himself
why he failed to attend the ROTC
banquet

Sue Huber
ACOFA Member
351 McDonald West

RATHER THAN trying to make
President Moore look bad in public
Ms Stenbuck. why didn't you call him
and ask him yourself His
"inexcusable behavior" as you put it.
could have been caused by a number of
emergencies' Instead, you take it upon
yourself to assume it was for some less
than respectable reasons i which I care
not to repeat)

parking gripe
I consider the pre-emption of parking
lots for athletic events, as now
practiced, to be interference with the
normal functioning of the University
by the Athletic Department
The University does not shut down at
5pm' At times I have been extremely
angry about this problem I have
complained several times with no
effect.
I feel that University employees who
must work at night should be allowed
to park in their regular parking lots,
regardless of whether or not there is a
basketball game or other event
With regard to the statement in the
News by Lt. Jones that people
regularly assigned to those lots can
park there anyway, it is simply not
true, as anyone who has ever tried it
would know.
The parking lot attendants are not
only uncooperative, they are even at
times downright rude and otherwise
hostile. The experience of Ron
Highsmith. as described in the News.
is not in any way unusual - it U
typical
■
If anybody know! a good way to
correct this problem. I'd like to hear it
Marcella R. Grater
Psvchometnst

entitled
to mistakes
Everybody makes mistakes. This
has always been an obvious truth to
me. However, as I was reading the
letters in The BG News. I came upon
someone who seems to think that
university presidents can't make
mistakes.

Therefore, the remainder of this
letter is directed to Debi Stenbuck
herself It is a copy of the letter I
originally intended to mail to her
personally, but decided instead to
make public

If you are not enough ot a person to
have understanding for your fellow
human being. I would think that as a
student of this University you would at
least display a small amount of tact in
your complaint
And I. as a member of this
institution,
am
personally
embarrassed by your inexcusable
behavior in assuming someone guilty
until proven innocent, just because he
is president of this University
President Moore is a person, who is
busier and works harder than most
people He too. as hard as this may
seem to believe, is entitled to make
mistakes It's just that his mistakes
will be noticed one hell of a lot sooner
than others
Jennifer Blome
834 1st Street

return bike
to owner
I have this bike, it's an old Schwinna pink atM white number with black
saddlebags on the back. Well, someone
lemporarilyi? i borrowed it from its
resting place t in front of the Union I
All I would like to know is where my
bike is presently, and when I can come
and get it Please let me know,
t somehow I. Thank you.
Valerie Scragg
307 S. Prospect
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newsnotes

Council accepts proposal for college
By M.rcU Cwik
Sufi Reporter

Tax rebates
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Internal Revenue Service
says taxpayers will begin to receive their tax rebate
checks in May with all 78 million checks in the mail by the
end of June
The rebates are being provided under the tax cut bill
passed by Congress and signed by President Kord last
month
A rebate is the return of a portion of your 1974 tax
authorized by the tax reduction act of 1975
Generally, the law provides 10 per cent of 1974 lax as a
base for computing rebates but establishes $200 as the
maximum rebate

Draft
WASHINGTON lAPl -Men reaching age 18 during the
rest of this year must wait until a time period is set up for
them next year to register for the draft
Before Selective Service announced the change on
Tuesday, men were required to register during a period
from 30 days before lo 30 davs alter their 18lh birthday
Draft Director Byron V Pepitone said the decision to
confine registration to a tew d.ivs each year is in part an
economy move by the agency, which has not drafted
anyone since Jan 1.197:1
Young men are still obligated to register for the draft
after they reach 18 However the number of boards have
been reduced from 2.700 to 600 and the boards are not
meeting as often

Connolly

Academic
Council
yesterday voted to accept in
principle a proposal for
establishing a College of
Mass Communications
The Council also passed a
motion calling
for
all
concerned
persons,
including
students.
to
implement parts of
the
proposal
through
established
I'niversity
channels
John H
Boyer
acting
director of the School ol
Journalism, said the pro
posal will be released io the
School of Journilism
He
said he interprets this to
mean that the Council is
giving the school a go ahead
to represent the leadership
role in setting up a system of
interdisciplinary
mass

Energy
WASHINGTON lAPl -Energy use in the I nited States
declined last year for the first time since 1952. the
government reported Wednesday
Preliminary Bureau of Mines figures show that reduced
use in the transportation industry led the way to a 2 2 per
cent decline in overall energy use from 1973
Consumption of oil products dropped 237 million barrels
•nearly two-thirds of the million barrels a day savings
which President Kord set as a conservation goal

DR. ROTHE said the
iiiiHl.iineni.il difficulty in
selecting a dean is lhal the
areas ol journalism, advertising .ind popular culture,
which would be in the mass
communications
college,
accept Ihe basic guidelines
of the proposal bin want to
have veto authority over the
•election ol the dean
Vi ith the help of Ihe speech
department i>r Rothe said,

a middle ground'' for the
selection
process
was
explored, but none could be
found that were acceptable
BOYER
SAID
faculty
members of the three areas
are interested in establishing a professional com
munications college, and
that the addition of other
areas might prove detri

menial

The other organizations
would be acceptable, he
added, if the dean could he a
person involved in mass
commimcations. which is
Ihe maior thrust of the
college
Dr John li Kriksen. dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences,
said
that
Academic Council, as a
major
academic body,
should have an interest in
devising a process for the
selection of leaders

Insufficient funds prompt
Christ Line to shut down
By Call Harris

WASHINGTON I AP>-Twelve jurors and six alternates
will be chosen from a group of 44 persons in the briberv
trial of former Treasury Secretary John B Connally
The final selection beginning yesterday follows the
initial screening Tuesday that reduced a pool of 75
prospective jurors to 44 The group consists of 30 women
and 14 men
Connally told newsmen Tuesday that he has put himself
under a gag rule and won t talk about his trial
He is accused by Watergate prosecutors of taking two
$5,000 bribes from Associated Milk Producers Inc in 1971
in return for his efforts to persuade President Richard M
Nixon to raise milk prices

communications
professional studies programs
Dr Kenneth W Rothe.
I'niversity provost, called
the selection of a dean for
the proposed college the
final difficulty of the proposal
Academic Council
does not have the power to
appoint a dean and assistant
dean for a new college,
something called for in the
proposal

Dialing 3520379 will only
get the caller a message
from a recorder No one will
answer at the other end
Christ Line, a community
telephone counseling service
sponsored by Christ the Say
ior Kvangelical laitheran
Church, was discontinued
last Monday
Joan H.ni who was in
charge of the 24-hour service
and its only counselor, said
one of the main reasons the
Christ I in.- folded was the
lack of funds A decline in
the number ol calls was also
a factor in the service's dis
continuation, she added
Rau said Ihe idea for the
counseling service was con
ceived almost two years ago
by Martin Schoell. a student
in social work at Wayne I'nivcrsiu
"He thought il

Ponderosa
Ponderosa
opening &
between 2

would be good for the
community anil thai we
needed it " Kati explained

problem Other times I jusl
talked to them and tried to
help them

WHEN THE service lirst
started, it was very successful, according to Rau. even
though two other telephone
counseling centers. Karma
and Crisis Phone, were in
operation at that time.

RAI SAID the problems
of the callers were varied
"We got all types of
calls.'' she said
Thev were"
from people who didn't have
anywhere to stay for the
night, people who were
troubled mentally and financially and from people who
wanted abortion information "
Rau said she felt she had
been qualified to be the
counselor ol the telephone
service

As time went on and
money
became
tighter.
Christ Line received (ewer
calls due to a decline in Ihe
amount of advertising the
service was able Io aflord.
said Hau
The Christ Line counselor
said she lei! the service had
been very worthwhile
"It
served a dehnite purpose in
the community ' she said
"Sometimes
1
relerred
callers to Karma or Crisis
Phone depending on their

Steak House is looking tor experienced
Team members Part time positions are
enthusiasts are needed Apply m person
& 5 p m.

LOOK AT THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER
ICE COLD

BEER & POP
TO GO

Weekend Specials
Prices Good Now Thru Sun . April 6
Assorted

COOKIES
12 02. bag

"I had some training
through Martin i Schoell >
and the preacher, and I've
dealt with people all my life
It only lakes good old
common sense.'' she said,
adding. "1 enjoyed it and
Ini upset it sover "

'""^. ***«?**'' -*.-«-»*

A

AFTER DR. Rothe sug
gested that formulating such
a process was likely to be
the job of Faculty Senate.
Dr
Kriksen proposed a
motion encouraging Faculty
Senate to make the process
of selecting a dean clear in

the COUGAR iCommittee
on I'niversity Governance
and
Reorganization I
document
The motion
passed
Other Academic Council
business included a pre-

sentation by Dr Kriksen and
members of the speech department on their proposal
for
a
semiautonomous
School of Speech Communication
within
the
College
of
Arts
and
Sciences.

North Vietnamese may find
advantages in negotiation
By The Associated Press

heavily on Ihe military any
more

The
triumphant
North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong,
now in a position to call the
shots in what is left of South
Vietnam, may be willing and
even eager to negotiate, on
the assumption that they
will make all the ground
rules

THE i.HOI Mi IS rapidly
slipping Irom under Thieu.
and even his own Senate
seems
lo
have
turned
against him It begins lo
look as though his days in
the
presidency
are
numbered

The Communist-led lorces
would likely see distinct
political and propaganda
advantages in talking soon
but it would have to be with
a government shorn of any
trace ol President Nguyen
Van Thieu

Possibly at this moment a
movement is under way to
push
him out. on the
assumption that military
resistance is doomed to
failure and il is lime to seek
negotiations
with
the
victors

IN ANY CASE, the United
States has little hope of
having much to say about
whether there are talks and
what might be negotiated
The 1973 Paris accords
that got the U.S. military
out of Vietnam are. for all
practical purposes, dead and
the South Vietnam that
existed then has vanished

Saigon
politicians
are
aware
there
are
circumstances in which the
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong would agree lo talk
short
of
total
military
victory They know for sure,
also, that this would require
the political disappearance
of Thieu and his close allies

Only 25 per cent of that
South Vietnam remains, and
as stunning victory succeeds
stunning victory for the
Communist-led
alliance.
Saigon s politicians may be
thinking
the
time
is
uncomfortably
short
to
salvage something, however
little. Irom the wreckage
Obviously, thev cannot rely

THE VIET CONG and
North Vietnamese are not
now and never have been
averse to talking about
coalition but it would have
to be strictly on their terms
•ow
in view of their
dominant military position
They could hardly be
expected to demand less
than a dominating role for
the Viet Cong's Provisional

Revolutionary Government
(PRG i in view of the
military realities The PRG
now is probably supremely
confident it will eventually
ride show in the South
Meantime, it would look a
bit better to the outside
world and in fact would be a
good deal less expensive if
the military conquest were a
bit short of total
THERE IS likely to be
little sympathy in Hanoi or
any other
Communist
capital, including Moscow,
for American or Americaninspired appeals harking
back to the 1973 Paris
accords, which seemed all
along to have been made to
be violated by both sides
Hanoi long had pledged to
"liberate" all the South, and
North Vietnamese Politburo
members are unlikely to be
sentimental about agreements
IRONICALLY, the PRG
may find eventually it has a
problem with Hanoi Having
invested all it has in the
conquest of the South, the
North Vietnamese will want
to run it. along with Laos
and Cambodia
It may be that the PRG
will find itself with little
independence it can call its
own

• \

TlieMost^Music...
The^Nfcest^ople...
The Greatest Contests...
Celebrate! Gts
SUPER^PRB^HME 75
on

GUVS
IVtBlW
0'SCOUN'
pmcf

7*
1.49

JELLY
BEANS
C0PPERT0NE
OIL OR LOTION

THuUite JHoviM
THE HENDRIX EXPERIENCE IS HERE!

Mfg list $199
Dr. Scholl
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EXERCISE
SANDALS
Mfg List $14 95

SPIRAL
NOTEBROOKS

REG.

SoBSfVNPWiCH

c«i.7o;

8'4xl 1-40 sheets

BIC PENS

ORATS
iV(RYOAY
MO0UM
WlCE

ONLV

$

1

Black-Blue-Red

Rim!

PLUS!
OPEN
11:30
SHOW
12:00

ALL
SEATS

1.50

FRI.-SAT. MIDNIGHT MOVIISI

DISCOUNT
DRUGSTORES
Complete Prescription Service
Gray s (ill •our Prescription

LPI

352-7248

THURSDAYS
5-12.

New hrs.
until 2:00 a.m. everynight
until 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

•CMese -H*n -S*W. • lerfece- -0«U« • PTckle.
•To-* to
minimum delivery is $1.50

FABLIAIS
PH. 352-7571
l0O4S.rA4lrJ

B.6.

Pag* 4 Th. BG Newt, Thursday, April 3, 1975

Placement interview sign-up scheduled
Signup will be (rom 4-5 p.m today for school and (rom 3-4
p.m. for non-school interviews in the Forum. Student
Services Bldft Data sheets must be turned in at time of signup

M acctg
Xerox Car*.-Sales rep all majors

BUSINESS
Apr" l«
National Cssk Register icitizenship reqd i -Financial
specialist MBA acctg & fin

April IS
Dept. HEW Audit Agency Accountant: Bar M/acctg.

April IS
Wallace Baslaest Forms Sales Hep

B&M business

April l«
S.S. Krage-management trainee B arts and science
I bus adm . Kng . eron . hist . math . pysch . and soc ). bus
adm imgmt and mktg i
April 17
Ballelle

a

Ballelle Junior

staff

accountant

AGENCIES

SCHOOLS
April it
Greenhllls Forest Park Schools (Ohiol-Elementary and
secondary all areas.
Reading Schools (Ohioi-AII areas except soc. studies &

Bog
Trolwood Madison City Schools (Ohioi-EMR: 1-12;
neuroloftically handicapped 1-8. chem . physics, gen. sci.:
10-12. algebra & geom high school, general math: junior
high school, ind arts rdrawing. woods plastics, metals):
Jr. & sr high school, counseling: 7-8.

B &
April IS

Playboys get ready!
for the Theta Chi Playboy Rush Party

Battlecrcek Schools (Mich i icitizenship reqd I—Ind art*
i woodworking i: high school, special ed. leducable
impaired, emotionally impaired, vision impaired & hearing

summer
m eu rope i

ABORTION

00

125

APARTMENTS

352-4671
AL-LYN
309 High St & 801 Fifth St.
352-9382 or 352-4671

CLA-ZEL BARGAIN PRICES
ADULTS '1.00 - CHILD 50c

BEJEJBD

NOW SHOWING
7:30-9:15

To pieseni tilt
surprise ending
no one admitted
during list
10 minutes

Newark Public School (Ohio)-EMR: all levels, LO: all
levels: voc. bus. ed.. ind. arts, vocal and instrumental
music, science secondary level, math secondary, coaches
of all sports imen & women) certified in areas other than
P.E.; voc homeec; counseling: secondary
April II
Elyrla Clly Schools (Ohio)-see April 15 listing
Forest Hills School District (Ohio) -Spanish 9-12. social
studies: 9-12: industrial art: 9-12: language arts: 9-12: elementary 1-8. Latin: 9-12
Nortnmont Local Schools lOhiol-math. 9-10; math-

TOIL FREE 9 AM.-10 P.M.
1-800-438-3710

•

CAII

ion mil i too i:s *■(,'•

ABORTION
STARTING RATE 425.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS

CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE

IT'S SPRING
EVERYTHING'S
COMING UP
CALfCO
PARAGON NEEDLECRAFT
Latest concept in crewel
and needlepoint

Over 20 designs

1
6
]u
1-1
15
111
17
11'
20
21
22
23
24
27
20
80
32
36
37
38
31'
41
42
43
4i't
47
i\>
51
52
57
58
51i
liO

ACROSS
City square
i:<l l .liit.Boodle
Made a start
While front
Lofty
Shakespeare:
I'd rase
Palindronuc
nume
Depart in a
hurry
Facial grimace
Greenbacks
Bright red
Wham!
Little Helena
Circuits
Cries of triumph
Coffee shop, in
France
Ibsen heroine
Drawing room
Maneuver for
take off
Atom smasher
Leap lightly
Active volcano
Nuisance
French "unds"
" . . . that — are
created equal"
Potato: (olloo,.
Comedian Jerry
Softens
Treasury Department
employee
"Humpty
Dumpty —:"
Phrnxe
Own
"And columbines

all in —"
(11 River to I'amliro
Bay
(J2 Court cry
tV.l Imagine, old
style
G4 Attempt
DOWN
1 Consumer complaint gps.
2 Type of year
3 Fairy-tale
character
4 Student at West
Point
5 Dumpling: Ger.
G Approaches
7 Prima donna
8 Chinese port
9 Currency in
Japan
10 Quarries
11 Reptile in rivers
12 Take in. as a
dress
13 Radiance
18 Temple: Poet
21 Humbug
23 The Mac Duff's,
for example
24 Judge's bench
25 Seaman's call
20 Hair-do for a
nostalgia bufl
28 Full and running
over
31 Figuratively,
places for hard
labor
33 Softens, as a
photo
34 Departure
35 Overturns

37
40
44
46
47
48
50
52
53
."»4
58
5(1
58

NOPE*
DAPsotn
tWZENTS OF 7UUV,
HOME,
ANDMOM
MAN? WENT 10 A
PTA MEETTN6

wurt

HI, euysi
COWON
IN'

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ21E

SHE D0E5NT KNOW 1ETIM

mm lm mwiA tmry
SHE'S IN SUCH A SUEAT
OVER 9US/N6 THESE DAYS
I FI6U/ED IF I ASKED
SHED JUST SAY NO'

NO, IT'S
DADS

*

r

$549

h,v

Ideal Gifts for Mother's Day

J tov ^

T fcjBSiVAai

CLASSIFIED —*»

t|)t

W. or. fwl r««p«n«.bU %m mistakes vol.,, n*fifi*d on first 4my •( inMfH*"

jfrenri) ftnot

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday. April 3.1975
Joseph Newlin. Campus Corrd ol the Ohio Ed Assoc will
address the BGSl1 Chapter of AAUP 7:30 p.m.. White
Dogwood. Union

SAVE
UP TO

$3750
ON THE PURCHASE
OF YOUR JOHN
ROBERTS INC.
B.G.S.U. RING

COME IN AND
SAY HI TO THE
RING MAN!

BGSl' Karate Club • Gojukai will meet Aud . St Thomas
Moore Parish. 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization testimony meeting 6 15
p.m. Prout Chapel.
Open Photography Lab. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Rm 232 Tech
Bldg Open to the BGSl' Academic Community Chemicals
are supplied. Bring your own print paper. A fee of $.50 per
session will be charged to your bursar's bill.
Dr James B. Harrington Jr., Cleveland State Univ.. will
speak on air pollution and energy distributions, at 3 p.m.
River Rm.. Union.
Active Christians Today: Bible studies. 7 am. Chapman
main lounge "Beginning" 3 p.m 603 t'lough St "The Cost
of Discipleship'. 6 p.m. "The Holy Spirit".
RIDES
Ride needed to Chicago any
weekend Call Debbie. 342 7327

Astrology course Friday
evenings in Perrvsburg. April 4
10 weeks. $30 Rides available
call Jack. 352-9109

Need ride, commute trom
Kindlav Call Jo at 2-21*1 for
hrs.

Planning a Spring Wedding''
Wedding photography bv David
McNeill. 353-37*2

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

LOST
Red. white,
mittens. Call 352*282

black

SEBVICES OFFERED

with Tina Aumont John Richardson Ola Brail Uc Merenda
Directed by Sergio Martmo • Produced by Antonio Cervi
Distributed by loseph Brenner Associates Inc
» - .•!!'!"."•
IN TECHNICOLOR

Musial
Individuals
Whirled
Vniversity in
New Orleans
Supposing that:
Var.
Famous Air
Force general
Coolidge's vicepresident
Shanks' —
County in
Nebraska
(.reck letters
Lohengrin's bride
Weaver's reed
Cut wood

by Garry Trudeau

FRAMES

Starring SUZY KENDALL

April II
Crestview Local Schools (Ohioi-see April 17 listing
Lake Co. Board ol Education I citizenship read. (-Elementary: k-6. LD OH art music: k-6: math, science,
chem . Eng.. modern languages, home ec., ind. arts, dist
ed . job training. OWE OWA DE. art music library, supr
bus ed 7-12

DOONESBURY

5

loseph Brenner Associates Inc
presents a
Carlo Ponti production

April 17
Sandusky Public Schools Ohiol-see April 16 listing
Crestview Local Schools (Ohiol-art: 7-12. Spanish 9-12.
ind arts iwood, metals, draft, electronics) 9-12: LD: 1-6
Plymouth Local Schools i Ohiol-Elementary ed.. bus ed
w shorthand, voc home ec . instrumental music

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

$ 198
!

Entci...
if you dart
the bizarre
terrifying
world of the
psychosexual
mind.

science: 7-8. math 12; ind arts 9-12, LD/BD: M*f elementary 4-6. homeec.: 9-12
Saadusky Pibllc Schools (Ohiol-Elementary k-6; EMR.
LD/BD. art. vocal music, k-6. MEMR. basic bus . voc bus
earth science, driver ed.. reading, voc. home ec..
Eng./Spanish, German, ind. ed and library: 9-12.
Ttpp City Schools (Ohiol-Elementary k-5. music: 6-12;
science, ind art*, voc. OWE, LD. physical ed (women).
math secondary

\ l.» An*<ll- T.i

BUMPUS-DAHMS
Across trom Harshman Dorm
2 Bedroom for 3-4 Students
Apts. Shown on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday afternoons 1-5 p.m.
FOR APPOINTMENT, PHONE US
ON SUNDAY, MONDAY or THURSDAY
EVENING BETWEEN 7 & 10 p.m.

impaired): k-12; art: 7-9. swimming coach: high school
lany major); math: 7-9; reading: k-12.
Bacyras City Schools-Elementary special education:
I.UI). business education; ind arts; social studies,
secondary counselors.
Elyrla City Schools (Ohio)-EMR & I.I> primary and
intermediate; math: 7-9. Ind. arts (gen. shop): 7-9: comprehensive bus ed.: 9-12; earth science A gen science: 8-9:
home ec. (foods and clothing): 7-9; ind. arts (gen shop)
10-12. media: 7-12: reading: 1-12: guidance counseling: 7-12.
WHPE: 7-12; art lspecial certification) 1-12

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2
THURSDAY, APRIL 3
10 A.M.-3 P.M.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.

Decisions'' Need to talk'
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 332-6236
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. Africa. Middle East,
Far East at minimum cost,
maximum flexibility and minimum hassle'' For informaUon
call EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
toll-free i MO 1223 550
PhD will teach Humanistic

Female roommate needed
Close to campui 352-1421
2 people to sublet apt. until
June 352-7144
Need male sublease spring
$60 mo or best offer 352-1423
1 fern, roommate needed, spr
qtr $66 mo Paid Ull April 1$.
352-8286
1 male sublease bouse utilities
paid. Near campus $10 mo 372
5354
Need 1 m. for spring $67 mo
Phone 352-8217

3 Sr girls would like studious
roommate next vear $67 mo
352*798
F roommate needed. ISO mo
$$$-711$.
2 I to sublet, immed $65 mo
All utilities except electricity
Near campus 372-1738 or 3537555
1 M Ktnmate $65 a month Own
Bedroom 352-0775
Varsity Square apt. to sublease
Ull mid-June $135 mo. un
furnished Call 352-0*25

Lasalle s Annex sale • Save 50 i
or more on Misses lingerie and
sportswear
Friday and
Saturday.
Congratulations and best wishes
Craig and Bobbi on your Phi
Psi-Alpha Xi engagement
Love, the Little Sisaes.
Be hostess lor a cosmetics
demonstration party and
receive tree perfume and other
gifts Call by this Sunday for an
April booking and also receive a
free mink key ring 353-7873
FOR SALE

1 f rmmte next vear George
town Apts 372-5513 or 372-5511

4'ax 9 pool table Inquire at The
Golden Cue.

1 m spr qtr to fill 4 man apl
$60 mo 352-3006

Anuque steamer truck $15 End
table $3 352-0704

PERSONALS

65 Pontiac - good condition
Make offer ■ must sell 352-7429

OPPORTUNITY.
sparetime.
earn up to $100 weekly in your
home addressing circulars' List
of firms with offers sent for just
$100' Guaranteed' WG Smith
Enterprises. Box 561-C54
Sunnyvale. Calif 940M
Mondays the night' Playboys
get ready for the biggest and
best rush party yet - the annual
Theta Chi Playboy Party!
Easter's past - but bunnies are
still around for the Theta Chi
Playboy Party'
Today is the last day to sign up
for Spring Rush Sign up at 405
Student Services from $-12. '
SIGMA PHI EPSILON RUSH
PARTY
6 30-8 JO Thurs
Refreshments served House
next to Commons. All interested
men welcome: Ph 372-27*5 or
•top by.

Crown portable stereo turntable, am-fm. and cassette 1100
Call Bob. 352-0538
1969 Ford Van No 200.6 cylinder
standard, fully insulated Excellent condition Call after 6
352-8561
FOR RENT
Apartment for quick rent Call
2-3015
___
1 bedroom apartment $150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 220 Napoleon Rd
Room for male private
entrance 2 blocks U. library
Avail immediately. 352-8676
after7pm
._^_
Room for rent for 2 girls 201 S
College
1 and 2 bedroom Close to
campus For more informaUon
call 352-1178

Th«r«doy. April 3, 1 »75, Th. BO N«wi/F«a« *

local briefs
Correction

Unveiling ceremony to begin events

International Week festivities set
By Rem Marawtkl

It was reported incorrectly in Wednesday's News that
the University had received Jl 1.000.000 in state funds for
new construction The University has not yet received the
funds The appropriation is waiting to be approved by the
state legislature.

Scholarships
The Alumni Association is offering six $300 scholarships
to students in the College of Education Students will be
screened on the basis of financial need, scholarship,
activities and career plans
A new scholarship has been established for students
from the greater Toledo area The Robert F and Idell
Shell.m scholarship, for $300. is applicable only to the
student s tuition and fees Rising juniors with a minimum
accumulative point average of 3 0 and who live within a 50
mile radius from Toledo will be considered
Students interested in these scholarships should obtain
an application from the Program Advisement Office. 365
Education Bldg Applications must be returned by April
11

Student teaching
All students planning to student teach during winter
quarter 1976. must submit an application Monday, in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
Meetings will be held every hour from 1-5 p m

Seminar

"Hands Across the Sea" is the theme for
the Uth annual Bowling Green International
Week. April 7-13
international Week will help to create a
greater appreciation of one another s
cultural traits and a respect and understanding of each other's differences,
explained Dorothy Brickman. acting director
of International Programs
The festivities, arranged by the World
Student Association under the direction of
chairman
Boka
Nwajagu
and
Nobby
Emmanuel, coordinator of International
Week, will begin at 3 p m Monday with the
unveiling of a mural and a display of
international artifacts in the International
Lounge. Conklin Hall
A Parade of Nations, arriving at the I'nion
at 7 15 p m will feature students from S3
countries carrying national flags
The
I'mversity Marching Band and the HOTC
color guard, will accompany the students
Neville Kanakaratne ambassador to the
I'nited States from Sri Lanka, will officially
open the week at 8 p m Mondav
MAYOR CHARLES E Bartlett will also
participate in a candlelighting ceremony for
peace and the University Gospel Choir will
perform al the same time.
Other speakers will include Brickman and
Roger Holliday. who will present an award to
the outstanding international student

Tuesday's
events
will
feature an
International Pavilion for Study Abroad from
10 a m - 4 p.m in the Falcon's Nest. Union
and International Coffee Hours from 2-4 p m
in the International Lounge. Williams Hall
Edward Meader of the U S Office of
Education will be the keynote speaker at
International Education Night at 7 p.m. on
the llth floor of Offenhauer West
Folk dancing will be performed by
American and foreign children at 9 p m in
McDonald West Cafeteria
CHILDREN from St Francis Achievement School in Toledo will visit various
displays and programs Wednesday, including
Glimpses " It is an exhibition of crafts,
artifacts and cultural representations from
11 a.m. -4pm outside I'rout Hall
"Talents in Expression"
poetry and
readings
performed
by
international
students
will be at 7 p.m Wednesday in
the Commuter Center
A panel of six international women will
discuss the status of women in their
countries at 8 30 p m in the Alumni Room.
Union
Thursday's activities will be highlighted by
a Teleculture and Coffee Hour at 2 p 01. in
the International Lounge Via a special
telephone set-up. participants may speak
with Ismat T. Kittani. assistant to the
Secretary General of the United Nations.
Two dance programs also will be presented

••••••••••
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Dr James B Harrington Jr of Cleveland State University- will speak on air pollution and energy distributions
at an Environmental Studies Seminar at 3 p.m. today in
the River Room. Union

Firelands

Express

p m on the soccer field
An informal All-Campus Gel-Together al»
p.m
in the International Lounge will
conclude Saturday's events

FRIDAY'S EVENTS will include a
German Beer Fesl at 2 p m in the Falcon's
Nest. Union
German music, wieners,
sauerkraut and beer will be available
A Latino Rock Fiesta will be presented at 8
p m in the White Dogwood Suite. I'nion
with a 25 cent admission
A Jewish Cultural Kvening at 8 Friday and
Saturday nights in the Cardinal Room.
Union, will offer Jewish folk dancing, singing
and foods
Saturday's activities will be opened by an
International Ping Pong Tournament at 10
a m in Kohl Hall Participants must register
at residence hall desks or the International
Programs Office by Monday
The University International Soccer team
will face the Universilv of Toledo team at 3

the main features of the week will be at 5 30
pm Sunday at First United Methodist
Church. 1506 E Wooster St Exotic dishes
from around the world and American
desserts will be served buffet style.
Following the dinner, international entertainment will be presented at 7 to conclude
the week's festivities
Brickman said she hopes that this will be a
banner year and added that she is "deeply
impressed by the tremendous amount of
cooperation
involved
in
planning
International Week "
"I have never seen such a successful and
active international student group as we
have at Bowling Green." she said "We
should all take note that these are our future
world leaders "

THE INTERNATIONAL DINNER, one of

FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD

The Grape Escape

332 S. Main
Bowling Green. OH

SI/

yourself.

DELTA TAU DELTA
RUSH PARTY 7-9

letter to
the editor.

Hour* 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Mon-Fri.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sit

Axw»vvmv\wJ

for the Theta Chi Playboy Rush Party

GAMMA PHI BETA ACTIVES

29

100s
Reg. $1.92

*
*
*
*

STRIDEX PADS

Holly Badarnza
Cindy Courts
Sandy Davies
Pam Eaton
Deb Fatica

Linda Grant
Terri Kohn
Debbie Mitchell
Laura Moskow
Carol Ritter

CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS

ALL SESSIONS 8-10 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA

- Men and Women Welcome -

fefi

«£8e>

CEPACOL

69'

2oz.
Reg. $2.40

$J55

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & D0RSEY DRUG

SURE

Barnes-Hind

MODEL OPEN...
NOON TILL 5 P.M.

>° CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

14 oz
Reg. $1.75

WETTING SOL

Registration & Clinic
Instructional Clinic
Semi-Final Judging
Instructional Clinic
Final Judging

Tuesday, April 8
Wednesday, April 9
Tuesday, April 15
Wednesday, April 16
Thursday, April 17

MOUTHWASH

42s
Rig. $1.12

GIGOLO a
OPlNIMuSHIR HAS PH. 352-0740
FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD

1975-76 VARSITY

Sherrie Salt
Sue Sutton
Penny Walter
Laurie Watson
Jenny Worner

88*

Reg. $1.49

Friday or Saturday
April 4 or 5

I*'***'*"***:*****'** ¥■

TO OUR NEW

CRICKET
LIGHTER

Bnni This Ad With You For

FREE ADMITTANCE

, Wlnemaklng tliuii for I
MM wtnemakea. Com* to
tht shop or imd for registration form. Starting claim
April 15

Refreshments
Provided

Tonight

Bunnies get ready!

BUFFERIN

Local Rock Band
THURS.-FRI.-SAT. NIGHTS

CONGRATULATIONS

APRIL SPECIALS

GIGOLO
CANON

WKfMAKING
SUPPLES

"OWE ESCAPE 75"

Write a

Several courses in the continuing education program are
being offered at Kirelands this spring Area residents will
be able to take courses for relaxation and general
knowledge
Included are classes for parents, electricians and
literature buffs as well as those interested in mathematics
and guitar lessons Three art courses nine recreation and
exercise classes, in addition to courses in personal
financing, secretarial skills and management
Registration is being held in 162 North Bldg at Kirelands
and will close tomorrow
For further information contact Dr James McBnde at
433-5560

Thursday. A Mexican dance group from
Toledo will perform at 7 30 p m in the
Forum. Student Services Bldg and a Balkan
dance group, also from Toledo, will be
featured at 9 p.m. in Bromfield Hall

ANTIPERSPIRANT

9oz
Rag. $2.05

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL OF 1975

URWIN'S

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS,
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

CENTRE DRUG
UVN Mam St

353-2641
13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The .
Domino
People
are Pizza
People,
Period.
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

352-5221

New - Modem - Furnished - Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Large freezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
i»- i0i?P Th«butin«Mman a tape calculator
. a! a puce tnat *nean» By i mess Its bosmenhfce feature* include ,idd mode and automatic
aOd-mode override, constant change sign
and ending* k«ys automatic enchang* and
accumulation A I*o color nboon pnnli
negative* in red The quiet function 0'iv*
tnalant on'o'f printer increases staff
efficiency Full one year compJtie guaranty.

Come In And
Try a RICOH
Machine Today!

Better Business Machines
Bowling GrMn, Ohio

243 S. Main St.

Ph. 352-7780

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM '252.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC

A.

iJHfr

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

352-7365

w

Jerry Masek

Cash-AAAC first team
Central Michigan's Dan
Roundfield who was one ol
three unanimous selections
to the all-Mid-Amencan
Conference
IMAI'I
basketball team picked by
league coaches, has been
named MAC player ol the
year
Central
coach
Dick
Parfitt. who guided the
Chippewas to a 22-6 record,
an MAC championship and
the NCAA tournament, was
named league coach ol the
year
Kalcon coach Pal
Haley limshed second in the
balloting
lor
coaching
honors
Guards James McKlroy of
Central Michigan and Lam
Cole Irom Toledo were also
unanimous picks on the first
team
Ohio
University's
Walter Luckelt and BG's

Cornelius Cash rounded out
the top unit
FALCON GUARD Jeff
Montgomery who finished
as the league's second-best
scorer with a 19 8 average
and garnered some voles for
player of the year, headlined
the second team
Other
second
team
members
were
Miami's
Steve
Fields.
Eastern
Michigan's Bobby Riddle
and
Western
Michigan's
junior duo of Paul Griffin
and Jeff Tyson
Falcon
cagers
Skip
Howard and Steve Cooper
were accorded honorable
mention
Cash was selected to the
first team for the third
straight season, making him
only the 15th player in the
29-year history of the con-

ference to win first-team
honors three consecutive
years
Cash
averaged
13
rebounds per game-tops in
the league His 15 3 scoring
average was eighth best in
the conference.
ROUNDFIELD. a firstteam choice a year ago. was
the conference's best fieldgoal shooter < 61 per centi.
third best scorer <I9 0I and
second-best
rebounder
111.71.
Luckett. the loop's player
of the year last season
topped all MAC scorers with
a 25 2 average
McElroy. a second-team
selection a year ago. was the
fourth-leading scorer in the
league with an 18 I average
Cole's 16 2 average was
sixth best in the MAC -

Brodt, fans seek answers
By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports Editor

I MAC I meet, losing to the
always powerful Eastern
Michigan
University
running machine by three
points. The Falcons, fresh
from a 111-47 pounding of
Northern
Illinois
last
Tuesday afternoon, host the
EMU Hurons Saturday The
meet will offer BG track
fans a chance to find out just
who is on this year's squad
Field events start at 12 30
p.m.. with running events
following at 1 p.m Depth is
BG's key strength
this
spring, and a list of athletes
for fans to watch runs the
gamut from A toZ.
"A" is for Mike Allen,
who returned Tuesday after
a two-year layoff to take
second in the hammer throw
(13l'8'l "Z" is for Tim
Zumbaugh. a cross-country
all-American who led a BG
sweep in the three-mile run
against Ml

A Bowling Green track fan
threw
an
interesting
question my way Tuesday
night--even though it was
two years late.
"Now that Dave Wottle
has graduated from our
team, who do we have that's
any good''" he asked.
THE ANSWER here is a
difficult one If he meant.
' Do we have any Olympic
champions,
or
anyone
capable of attaining national
stardom''"--then the answer
is probably no But if he
meant to ask "Do we have
any
potential
league
champions, or any potential
record-setters'" "-then
the
answer is ves with a capital
"Y".
I .I-I years BG track
squad finished second in the
Mid-American
Conference

ALSO RETURNING from
last year's squad are Lew
Maclin. school record holder
in the triple jump (49'5V>
who placed second in the
MAC last
year:
Bruce
Vermilyea. the defending
MAC 880 champion and a
host of sprinters and middledistance men
Heading the sprint corps
are Brian Storm, who hit 9 6
last season to take second in
the MAC 100 yard dash event
and Don See. a flashy runner
who tied BG s school record
of 47 4 in the 440 vard dash

Besides Vermilyea. BG's
middle distance strength
lies in sophomore Gary Desjardins. senior Tom Preston
and freshmen Gary Little
and DanCartledge

Distance
ace
Gordon
Minty is gone from the
Huron's roster, but barring
these changes, the
two
teams are similar to last
season

GONE FROM last year s
squad are three spikers who
garnered league titles Mile
ace Craig Macdonald and
hurdler
Dave
Fegley
graduated,
while Ron
Weber, who placed ninth in
the nation in the decathalon.
transferred
to another
school

Saturday s dual meet is
one of the most important
ones ever at Whittaker
Track, and, barring rain or
snow,
it
should
be
competitive.
Many
fans,
plus head coach Mel Brodt.
will be seeking answers
about the 1975 BG track
squad
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Piper satisfied with road trip
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling
Green's
golf
team, which will play in the
Marshall Invitational this
weekend.
recently
completed a spring trip thai
head coach John Piper
labeled "very satisfying "
The linksters traveled to
North Carolina to compete
in the
Duke
University
tournament
They
also
played a round on the
prestigious Pinehurst course
number two. where the
World Open is staged An 18hole scrimmage at Ohio
State University completed
the trip
"I was very pleased with
the trip." Piper said "It
was a real good learning and
improvement week for us "
THE FALCONS placed
lllh out of 14 schools in the
Duke tourney, but the low
finish is deceiving
Seven of the teams were
from North Carolina or
farther South BG finished
fourth out of seven Northern

schools, but the three that
placed ahead of the Falcons
(Miami. Ohio University
and Marshall! had been
playing in the South the
previous
week.
The
additional practice paid off
for the three schools
Senior co-captain Mark
McConnell
compiled
the
lowest total score for the 4' •
rounds recorded during the
trip The final nine holes of
the Duke tournament were
canceled due to high winds
MCCONNELL'S 347 total
included a round of 72 at
Duke Sophomore letterman
Jim Decker was the second
lop finisher with 349. while
senior Bruce Keller, who
paced BG al Duke with a
surprising HI for 27 holes,
finished with a 353 total
Senior Ken Walters and
Ireshman John Miller lied al
354 and freshman Gary
Treater finished at 356
Junior Steve Mossing 13711
and freshman Dave Bastel
(3731 rounded out the Falcon
scoring
Walters, the medalist in

Jim Franchello won the all-campus rackelball championship by defeating Bill Dallas of Rodgers. 21-10 and 21-4. in
the finals

•••

The Wrenchmen edged Kappa Sigma, 44-42. in the allcampus basketball final Denny Slicn on manager of Ihe
Wrenchmen. guided them to their second title in three
years They took all-campus honors in 1973 playing for
Compton Hall.
Hromfield (floor onei won the 1975 residence hall
basketball crown while Alpha Phi Alpha took the fraternity
"B" title

Feicht)

Spikers fail to qualify
DETHOIT
Mich
Bowling Green's nalional
qualifying spikers tailed to
make it past the prelims in
the recent NCAA indoor
track
championships at
Cobo Hall
Falcon
senior
Bruce
Vermilyea placed lourth in
his hea! of the 880-yard run
and did not qualify for the
finals Only the top two
runners in each preliminary
heat advanced Vermilyea.
thedelending Mid-American
Conference
I MAC I 880
outdoor champion, qualified
for the national meet byclocking a I 52 3 during the
regular indoor season

Hurons take a fourth place
timsh with 14 points
Senior Stanley VlMOfl won
his second straight NCAA
600-yard title with a 1 10 2
clocking, and senior sprinter
Hasley Crawford sped to a
6 0 time to take the 60-yard
dash lor Eastern

Other members of the
relay team were junior Tim
Zumbaugh in the threequarter mile and senior Tom
Preston in the mile
The MAC gained national
attention as two Eastern
Michigan
runners
took
individual titles to help the

Kim Olson and Tom Monarty won the coed bowling
championship by defeating Ken Tucker and Barb Cartwell.
593-560. in Ihe final match

Juniors Kevin MacDonald
and Rich Magai along with
freshman Dave Easton have
been named tn captains for
the Falcon hockey team
next season
Nagai, a three-year letterman from Toronto. Ont , and
Easton.
a
first-year
standout from Glen Morris.
Ont.. were elected by the
players while MacDonald.
who was sidelined most of
the past season, was named
bv coach Ron Mason

THETA CHI
at the IFC Open Rush
TONIGHT, 7-9 p.m.
in Commons Northeast
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

They look Rarferty
fof every thing he
had and
theieDy saved
his Me

NOW

$ 7.95
$18.95

$ 5.95
$14.95

^

TENNIS BALLS • NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE WITH

*

$420

. ,
<&H

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF TENNIS BALLS SELLING FOR
$2.95 FOR A CAN OF THREE...CHOOSE FROM WILSON.
SPAULDING. DUNLOP AND PENN WHILE SUPPLY LASTS.

CINEMA H
AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING FINAL WEEK
7:15-9:15

ea.
Jimi Hendrix

David Bowie

"Crash Landing"

"Young Americans'

CLOSE OUT - A00IDAS BRASIL

erty
the Ofcid Bust
Tunis

REG.

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS

NOW $8 95

134W.Wooster

LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOOOS

.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\u

OVERALL this season.
the matmen had a
390
percentage of wins in their
individual bouts with a 54-848 mark Last season, they
were 125-89-6 for a
658
percentage
The squad was 4-11 overall
and 0-8 in the MAC

LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES IN TOWN!

SAVE ON THESE TENNIS RACKETS

the

Welfle (8-5-11. Stokes (1-61.
senior Dave Nieset (2-31.
senior Kevin Dick 15-4>i.
senior Gale Williams I Ml,
sophomore Bill Frazier (6-7II,
sophomore
Tony
Giamello <4-?> sophomore
Al Nozak (3-7-11. Ireshman
Jack
Pequignot
■!•$).
Ireshman Kick Kopf (2-9 >
and
freshman
John
Rafalowskn 110-11

MEET THE BROTHERS OF

ALAN ARKIN
SALLY KEILERMAN
MACKENZIE PHILLIPS

ON
SALE
THIS
WEEK
ONLY

353-6341

112S MAIN

KOSCH, BG'S 134-pound
wrestler, was named the
team's
most
valuable
grappler by his teammates
Kosch tallied one pin and
had three superior decisions
in recording a 9-5-1 mark
He also scored 35 points to
win the team's high-point
award
In
other
post-season
awards,
senior
Mike
Melting
was
named
honorary captain, junior Pat
Welfle
received
the
takedown award with 18
takedowns and sophomore
Dan
Stokes
won
the
Coaches' Award
Besides
Kosch.
those
receiving
varsity
letters
were
Melting
110-6-21.

NOW PLAYING 7:30-9:30

FREE STRINGING • ANY UNSTRUNG RACKET
PURCHASED DURING THIS SALE

MULTIPURPOSE SHOE IDEAL FOR
SOCCER OR BASEBALL - REG. $11.95

late
BG
not
the
the

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NIS BALLS WITH PURCHASE OF ANY RACKET AT
REGULAR PRICE.

AJAY SLAMMER
MAKBT

"KENNY WAS a
starter last year. ' the
mentor said. "So I'm
going to worry. But
sooner he gets into

groove the better
Piper said Keller was a
pleasant
surprise
and
indicated that the senior
would be in the BG line-up
for this weekend's Marshall
Invitational

CINEMA I

Pre-Season Savings April 1-5 Only
TENNIS
FREE TENNIS BALL - SELECT ONE CAN OF TEN

MMnww

Start

The University ol Texas at
El Paso i UTEPl set three
NCAA records enroute to
winning its second straight
national
championship
UTEP tallied .16 points,
lollowed by Kansas with
17'i. Villanova with 15 and
EMU with 14

Head
wrestling
coach
Bruce Bellard and junior
grappler Joe Kosch were
each awarded post-season
mat
honors during
the
spring break
Bellard received honors
from two organizations The
National Wrestling Coaches
Association recognized him
at their recent banquet for
2S years of service to
collegiate wrestling He was
also honored in a resolution
by the Ohio House of Representatives for 25 years as an
outstanding instructor of
driver
education
and
wrestling at the University

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS

THE DISTANCE medley
relay
team,
which had
posted a 9 55 1 earlier this
season, limshed last in its
heat in 10 31 2 Freshman
Rick Hutchinson ran the
opening 880 leg and limshed
in fourth place The baton
exchange went smoothly
but Ron Taylor running the
440 leg. dropped the baton
after
passing
several
runners

•••

but it did not bother Piper

Wrestling award winners

Hockey
captains

IAA notes
All-MAC performer Cornelius Cash cradles the ball during
league action against Central Michigan. (Newsphoto by Dan

the
Mid-American
Conference
iMACi
championship last spring
and
the
league's
top
performer the past two
seasons, was a bit of a disappointment during the trip.

M-F12-8

352-4812

Sat. 11-6
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quarter

off

right,

ALL
CAMPUS
RUSH

tonight
7-9 p.m.
NE Commons

Sponsored by
Inter Fraternity Council
\\\\\\\W
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